We present HyBit, an approximate inference algorithm that can model any computable distribution, but variables with gaussian distributions [11].

Garg 2 of bits, leading to a discrete distribution over fixed point programs. The continuous distributions in the program are a relaxed discrete abstraction of the hybrid probabilistic HyBit used for hybrid probabilistic models. Dice reduce bit blasting [16, 13] in the world of PPLs and enable special-purpose PPL can support. Through HyBit, we introduce bit blasting [16, 13] in the world of PPLs and enable the discrete probabilistic programming system Dice to be used for hybrid probabilistic models. HyBit first obtains a relaxed discrete abstraction of the hybrid probabilistic program. The continuous distributions in the program are limited to a finite range and discretized using a finite number of bits, leading to a discrete distribution over fixed point numbers. We represent these distributions over fixed point numbers as distributions over their binary encoding and further as distributions over Boolean random variables (or bits). This is referred to as bit blasting. Bit blasting enables use of traditional binary arithmetic operations and is particularly natural on top of recent knowledge compilation approaches to discrete inference. These approaches reduce probabilistic inference to weighted model counting over a weighted boolean formula represented using compact data structures like binary decision diagrams [6]. Once we have this relaxed discrete abstraction, we harness the power of these existing discrete PPLs to perform exact inference.

The bit blasting approach poses its own set of challenges. A naive approach to discretizing a continuous distribution using $b$ bits would be to associate $2^b$ probabilities with their fixed point number represented by the bits. But as you increase the number of bits to achieve higher accuracy, it would not always be possible to enumerate the exponentially increasing number of values. To counter this problem, we present an efficient way to approximate a discrete distribution using linear piece-wise distributions. Such approximations can be written down compactly, using a number of independent Boolean random variables (or flips) that is only linear in the number of bits and pieces. Figure 1 shows different approximations possible for a normal distribution for different number of bits and linear pieces. It can be clearly seen that as we increase the number of linear pieces for a fixed bitwidth, the discretized approximation gets closer to the continuous normal distribution. Figure 1(c) shows an approximation of a normal distribution using 7 bits and 128 linear pieces which seems visually indistinguishable from a continuous normal distribution. It is important to note here that the discretized approximation corresponds to the discretized cumulative probability. That is, the probability of a point, say $x_i$ in the approximation is the integration of density with limits $x_i$ and $x_{i+1}$ where $x_{i+1}$ is the next representable number using $b$ bits. If there are enough linear pieces, i.e. $2^{b-1}$, we would be representing the exact discretization using $b$ bits leaving discretization error as the only source of approximation.

In this work, we prove theoretically that as we increase the number of bits, the bit blasted representation converges to the continuous distribution. We further provide empirical evidence to show that bit blasting probabilistic programs can handle a broader class of programs and is more accurate than existing approaches within a given threshold of time.

Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) have emerged as a prominent area of research in recent years due to their ability to democratize probabilistic modeling. PPLs are domain specific languages which have probability distributions as first class members and enable conditioning on available information. One of the key tasks of a PPL is to perform inference on a given probabilistic model. These probabilistic models are often a representation of real-life applications having instances of both discrete and continuous distributions and are referred to as hybrid probabilistic models. Some common examples include modeling skill of the players in tournaments [10] or modeling supply chain variables with gaussian distributions [11].

Current PPLs can be divided into two broad classes which either do not support or do not scale well on hybrid probabilistic programs. On one hand, we have special purpose PPLs which are fast for probabilistic programs they support but impose non-trivial constraints. For example, Dice only supports discrete probabilistic programs [6], Psi only supports exact inference on probabilistic programs with closed form algebraic representations [3] and Stan only supports continuous latent random variables [2]. On the other hand, there are universal Turing-complete PPLs like WebPPL and Anglican that can model any computable distribution, but this generality comes at a cost [4, 14]. Their sampling-based inference algorithms come with the risk of not scaling, obtaining not enough samples in limited time. These limitations make it non-trivial to use these probabilistic programming languages for hybrid probabilistic models.

We present HyBit, an approximate inference algorithm that provides better support and scalability for hybrid probabilistic programs and expand the class of programs that a special-purpose PPL can support. Through HyBit, we introduce bit blasting [16, 13] in the world of PPLs and enable the discrete probabilistic programming system Dice to be used for hybrid probabilistic models. HyBit first obtains a relaxed discrete abstraction of the hybrid probabilistic program. The continuous distributions in the program are limited to a finite range and discretized using a finite number of bits, leading to a discrete distribution over fixed point numbers.
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Figure 1. Discretizations of normal distribution for different bits and pieces

```
1 xs = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0]
2 ys = [2.023, 2.542, 3.001, 1.919, 0.712]
3 z1 = flip(0.5)
4 z2 = flip(0.5)
5 b1 = if z1 0 else N(0, 1) end
6 b2 = if z2 0 else N(0, 1) end
7 for (x, y) in zip(xs, ys)
8     mean = x*b1 + b2
9     observe(N(mean, 1) == y)
10 end
11 return z1
```
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Table 1. Comparison of HyBit with existing PPLs. We report the least absolute error achieved by each approach within a time limit of 2 hours. A bold denotes the least absolute error among the systems compared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zeroone [1]</td>
<td>4.51E-04</td>
<td>3.69E+00</td>
<td>1.39E+00</td>
<td>1.44E+00</td>
<td>Timeout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spacex [7]</td>
<td>6.94E-04</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>2.00E-03</td>
<td>3.15E-03</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA [15]</td>
<td>2.22E-16</td>
<td>3.62E-01</td>
<td>1.95E-03</td>
<td>5.42E-03</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug [8]</td>
<td>4.47E-08</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>8.63E-05</td>
<td>6.99E-04</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example  Figure 2 shows an example which represents a linear regression model with two features having discrete-continuous mixtures as priors. These distributions are known as spike and slab priors where spike refers to the discrete distribution and slab refers to the continuous distribution. These distributions are used to induce sparsity in regression models to select relevant features from a large set of features [9]. Discrete-continuous mixtures also have other applications, like modeling quantities with threshold limits and the GPA problem is one such widely known example in the probabilistic programming literature [15].

Current PPLs do not cater well to discrete-continuous mixtures; their inference algorithms do not provide support for such distributions. For example, HMC and NUTS sampling impose requirements of almost-everywhere differentiability of posterior distribution [5]. To make models amenable to such sampling algorithms, spike-and-slab priors are replaced with horseshoe priors making models more complicated [12]. HyBit does not suffer from these limitations, it naturally supports discrete-continuous mixtures as an inference algorithm by replacing continuous density functions with bit-blasted probability mass functions.

HyBit needs three elements, 1) the hybrid probabilistic program 2) the number of bits (b) and 3) the number of linear pieces (p) to obtain the relaxed discrete abstraction. We need the number of bits as a specification of the precision of the discrete abstraction and the number of linear pieces to avoid enumerating all the values of the discretized distribution and come up with an efficient approximation. Using these parameters, continuous distributions are replaced with their bit blasted linear piece-wise approximation. Now we perform exact inference on the relaxed discrete abstraction, using weighted model counting supported by Dice, to obtain an approximate of the inference query. Figure 3 shows the output of using HyBit on the example of spike and slab regression with different number of bits and linear pieces. Table 1 shows some preliminary experimental results.
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